
3/23/78 
Dear Abby 

Your 3/11 did reach me but it was delayed slightly because the rural routes have been renumbered. We have not moved but we are now Route 12. 
If the time we spent on your WORT show injected any sanity over the Flynt shooting to an Atlanta audience then it was *k as well spent. Thanks for the chance. 
Although the oopy of the Atlanta Journal for 3/9 was unclear I could make enough of it out. Thanks. Bow irrational 0000 those oommercialisers are! And unscrupulous. 
Flynt has nothing to fear but the disinformation of which he is part. Neither he nor the Freep have brought anything new to light. What little in that special that was not untainted was also =original and =credited. So why should anyone want vengenace over that? Certainly not the spooks, who benefit from that kind of irresponsibility. 
Of course the kind of wild talk attributed to Lane has other purposes. It makes him and all that nonsense look real and it makes him look sort of heroic to the uninformed. 
Teo bad it is this way. Now a new mythology has started. 
When you ask if there is any Progress on the JFK matter, if you toward solving it in a satisfactory manner, the answer is no. If you mean are we bringing more suppressed information out, then the answer is yes. Where this can lead nobody can ea. But I do not believe that the once-suppressed records can hold any real sensations except in terms of the (nontinvestigation. 

Again thanks. 
seat wishes, 



Hobert W. Coxe 
WGST RADIO 

550 PHARR RD., N.E./ PO. BOX 11920 ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30355/404 231-0920 

larch lb, 1918 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 

t'coute #8 

trederick, Maryland 'e1101 

uear Mr. Weisberg, 

A belated note of thanks to you for the recent phone interview re 
Larry Flynt, whose recovery, as you may know, is being slowed by some 

persistent medical difficulties, including heart irregularities and 

breathing trouble. it's amazing he's still alive. 

I'm enclosing some xerox copies of recent local newspaper pieces on 

the shooting. There are some quotes trom your friend and mine, Mark 

Lane. Sorry the copies are not very clear: our xerox macnine has a 

poor attitude. fhe conspiracy talk, which had little impact to begin 

with, has now died down. I assume mr. Lane has moved on. 

Any progress in the JFK matter, or will that killing wind up like 
the Lincoln assassination, with the truth not considered all that 

important to history? I think that's waht depresses me the most. 

Thanks again for the interview. 
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